
RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, rules, regulations 
or policies proposed to pending before a local, state or federal government body or agency must have first 
been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the City Council with the concurrence of the Mayor; and

WHEREAS, a growing and disturbing anti-transgender sentiment has seeped into our national policy 
discussions with the introduction of HR 2796, the Civil Rights Uniformity Act of 2017; and

WHEREAS, the Civil Rights Uniformity Act of 2017 seeks to prohibit the words “sex” or “gender” as 
“gender identity,” and states no federal civil rights law shall be interpreted to treat gender identity or 
transgender status as a protected class, unless expressly designated by the Congress and not through the 
Executive branch; and

WHEREAS, HR 2796 also requires that the term “man” or “woman” be interpreted to refer exclusively to 
a person’s genetic sex, for the purposes of determining federal civil rights laws, regulations or guidelines;
and

WHEREAS, many citizens in Los Angeles see this as a blatant attempt to marginalize the transgender 
community and remove them from full protection under the law; and

WHEREAS, Los Angeles is an inclusive city that accepts and respects a person’s religion, sexuality, and 
gender identity; and

WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles has moved away from restrictive policies that focus on gender 
identity and sexuality in city facilities; and

WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles opposes HR 2796, and recognizes the rights of its entire citizenry 
and will work to oppose any attempt to rollback or deny equal rights to all, as suggested by this bill;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by adoption of this 
Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2017-18 Federal Legislative Program 
OPPOSITION for HR 2796 (Olson), which requires the term “man” or “woman” to be interpreted to refer 
exclusively to a person’s genetic sex; and prohibits federal civil rights law from being interpreted to treat 
gender identity or transgender status as a protected class.
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